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Name: ______________________________ 

Lesson 18-3 Reading Checksheet 
1. A ____________ compound is a ____________ made of two elements. 
2. All elements in a certain ____________ of the periodic table have the same number 
of ____________ in their ______ energy levels. So, elements in the same group all 
______ or ______ the same number of electrons. 
3. Metals always ______ electrons, and nonmetals always ______ electrons when they 
form ______. The ____________ number of an atom tells you how many ____________ 
an atom gains, loses, or shares to become ______. It is the same as the ____________ 
on the ion. For example, a sodium ion has a charge of ___ and an oxidation number of 
___. A chloride ion has a charge of ___ and an oxidation number of ___.  
4. Ionic compounds are __________. The ions in an ______ compound have 
___________, but the compound itself does not. The ____________for an ionic 
compound must have the right number of ____________ and ____________ ions to 
make the charges _______. 
5. A calcium ion has a charge of ___. A fluoride ion has a charge of ___. The charge 1- 
does not ____________ 2+. You need to have ___ fluoride ions for every ____________ 
ion to balance the charges, so the formula for calcium fluoride is ______. 
6. Sometimes you must find the least common ________ to balance the charges in an 
ion. 

Ex. aluminium oxide 
Writing Formulas for Binary Ionic Compounds 
Step 1. Write the symbol of the ____________ that has the ____________ oxidation 
number or charge.  
Step 2. Write the symbol of the ____________with the ____________ oxidation number 
or charge. Except for ____________, all nonmetals have negative ____________ 
numbers.  
Step 3. The compound should be _________. To make it neutral, the positive charges 
have to ____________ the negative charges.  

Ex. sodium oxide lithium nitride 
Naming Binary Ionic Compounds 
Step 1. Write the name of the ______________ ion.  
Step 2. Look to see if the positive ion is listed in the Special Ions table. If it is, pick the 
_______ of the positive ion that ______________ the negative charge. Write that 
positive ion’s ______________ along with the correct ______________ in parentheses. 

Special Ions 
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Step 3. Write the _______ name of the negative ion. The root is the _______ part of the 
element’s _______. 

Ex. Oxygen Phosphorus Nitrogen Sulphur 
Step 4. Add the ending _______ to the root name. 

Ex. CuCl KCl  
BeO MgS 

7. A ______________ ion is a charged group of atoms that are _______ together by a 
______________ bond. In baking soda, NaHCO3, the polyatomic ion is the 
_____________ or hydrogen carbonate ion, - HCO3 .  

Polyatomic Ions 

 
Naming Polyatomic Ions 
Step 1. Write the name of the ____________ ion. If the positive ion is ____________, use 
the table above to find its name. 
Step 2. Write the name of the ____________ ion. If it is ____________, look up its name 
in the table. 

Ex. K2SO4 Hg2CO3 

NaCN MgC2O4 
Writing Formulas with Polyatomic Ions 
8. If you need to show more than one polyatomic ion, put _______________ around the 
formula for the ion before you write the ____________. 

Ex. barium chlorate 
Hydrates 
9. A ____________ is a ____________ that has water ____________ attached to its ions 
and written into its formula. 
10. To write a ____________ for a hydrate, first write the formula for the ____________. 
Then make a _____ followed by the ____________ of water molecules. 

ex. calcium sulfate dihydrate 
Naming Binary Covalent Compounds 
11. ____________ compounds form between elements that are ____________ and 
follow different naming rules than ______ compounds. 
12. ____________ tell how many atoms of each element are in a compound. Drop the 
last vowel of the prefix when the __________ element of the compound begins with a 
______. 

ex. N2O  NO NO2  N2O5 

Prefixes for Covalent Compounds 
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